Tennis Match Results
Campbell vs Radford
2/22/2020 at Radford, Va.
(Radford Tennis Complex)

Campbell 6, Radford 1

**Singles competition**
1. BELYAEVA, Anastasia (RADW) def. CASTILLO, Ana (CAM) 7-6, 5-7, 10-8
2. CUTURA, Lea (CAM) def. DZEUBOU, Drousile (RADW) 6-4, 6-4
3. REGEN, Lou (CAM) def. FALK, Malin (RADW) 2-6, 6-1, 10-4
4. PONS, Lucile (CAM) def. BLALOCK, Tyler (RADW) 6-4, 7-5
5. NICOARA, Alexandra (CAM) def. ACIERTO, Jeanine (RADW) 2-6, 6-2, 6-1
6. MARTINS, Essence (CAM) def. FRUEHAUF, Katey (RADW) 6-3, 6-0

**Doubles competition**
1. CASTILLO, Ana/CUTURA, Lea (CAM) def. DZEUBOU, Drousile/BLALOCK, Tyler (RADW) 7-6
2. PONS, Lucile/RAMON, Inma (CAM) def. FALK, Malin/FRUEHAUF, Katey (RADW) 6-4
3. BELYAEVA, Anastasia/ACIERTO, Jeanine (RADW) def. REGEN, Lou/NICOARA, Alexandra (CAM) 6-4

Match Notes:
Campbell 6-2, 1-0
Radford 1-2, 0-1
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (6,2,3,4,5,1)
T-3:00 A-61